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Abstract

This paper describes a new Multi-Document Summarisation architecture with which it is possible to collect and summarise documents about domain-specific terms, and produces a summary about each of the terms. It has applications in computational terminology, allowing us to provide a definition for each of the terms identified. In particular, the module will be integrated in an on-line educational system so students can use it to obtain automatically new information about the particular terminology used in their fields of study. An evaluation with computer science students shows that they appreciated the generated summaries, and most of them agreed in that it would be a useful tool in e-learning environments.

1 Introduction

Multi-Document Summarisation (MDS) is a task consisting in condensing the information from several documents in a single document with the most relevant information. The architectures and techniques used in MDS can vary depending on the characteristics of the source documents (genre, media, language, etc.) and the summary (audience, function, etc.). In this work, we address the problem of applying MDS to the automatic generation of summaries from various documents from the web, with the final aim of using them in an educational system.

The purpose of the proposed system would be the following: given a list of domain-specific terms, to generate a definition of each of them. It can be thought of as a complement of Term Identification (Cabrè et al. 01) procedures, so they are able to provide a small definition of each of the new terms identified. The application that we have in mind for the system is in the field of e-learning: quite often, students find in textbooks many domain-dependent terms that are simply introduced without much detail. We consider that a specialist module in the system capable of finding automatically information about those terms and generating a summary page would be useful for the students’ learning process.

In our approach, we have used the World Wide Web as the source of documents, so the module can be applied to every domain for which there is information in the web. Given that this source is not fully reliable, as it may contain inexact or erroneous information, the students are always advised that the summary pages cannot be taken as perfect or authoritative. They are also able to access the web pages from which the summary has been generated. This may be useful if they want to discover who is the author of one of the source documents from which a dubious assertion has been extracted.

This module might have other applications, such as generating automatically reference answers to be used by programs for Computer-Assisted Assessment of free-text answers (Valenti et al. 03).

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes related work both in the field of automatic MDS and the application of NLP techniques in educational systems. Next, Section 3 describes the procedure applied in this work, and Section 4 describes the evaluation performed and the results obtained. Finally, Section 5 summarises the conclusions and describes open lines for improving this work.

2 Related work

2.1 Multidocument summarisation

According to (Mani 01), Multi-Document Summarisation (MDS) systems usually share five steps:

1. Identification of the elements to be extracted from the collection.
2. Matching instances of these elements across the texts, to find related elements mentioned in different documents.
3. Filtering the matched elements, to keep the most salient ones.
4. Compacting them, by aggregating and generalising the information they cite.
5. Presenting the results, for instance, with Natural Language Generation (NLG) or with visualisation methods.

Systems usually differ in the approach chosen for some step.

Unit identification In MDS, it is common to take each sentence as a single element. All the same, some approaches work with clauses, paragraphs or documents. The compression rate is usually why different units are chosen: if it is very large, then there is generally more need to use units smaller than sentences; and, if it is small, paragraphs can be considered units.
**Unit matching** A very common procedure to match units from different documents consists of using a bag-of-words procedure, by characterising each unit with the set of words contained in it. The vectors can include, together with the words, their frequencies. These can also be transformed into weights, using functions such as tf-idf, $\chi^2$ or Student’s $t$-score. The cosine similarity, calculated by considering the two sets of words as vectors in an $N$-dimensional space (where $N$ is the size of the vocabulary) is one of the most commonly used similarity functions in Information Retrieval (Salton 89). Other functions used are the scalar product or the Jaccard coefficient. Other common extension to VSM is the dimensionality reduction performed by means of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Deerwester et al. 90), which has also been applied in MDS systems (Ando et al. 00).

**Unit filtering** Using the similarity metrics from the Vector Space Model, it is possible to cluster the units, so those with a high degree of salient-vocabulary overlapping will be grouped together (Angheluta et al. 04; Erkan & Radev 04; Saggion & Gaizauskas 04). Small clusters with few representatives can also be considered not very important and can be discarded. Some approaches also try to improve the quality of the clusters by filtering the units whose similarity with all the others inside the cluster is not above a threshold (Blair-Goldensohn et al. 04).

Other procedure is to score the units using a cohesion-based weighting metric (Mani & Bloedorn 99). Possible cohesion relationships are identity relationships between words, synonymy, proximity, coreference and hyperonymy. Sentences whose words have many relationships with words from other units will receive a higher score, and will be selected. Yet another possibilities consist in giving higher weights to the NPs that appear in long coreference chains (Witte et al. 04), and in creating a graph of terms (or events), and next apply a graph-scoring algorithm (Vanderwende et al. 04; Erkan & Radev 04), such as Pagerank (Brin & Page 98).

In order to select the most relevant units, there are other heuristics which are also used in single-document summarisation, such as unit position and length, or calculating how many terms from the headline appear in every unit. (Nobata & Sekine 04) divides the documents in two groups according to the term distributions, and applies the heuristic based on the unit position just in those groups which appear to contain the key units at the beginning. In MDS, (Witte et al. 04) rank NPs in all the documents based on the length of cross-document coreference chains, and also give highest weights to the NPs that appear in the first units. Finally, the units with the highest-ranking NPs are selected for the summary.

Concerning the size of the units, although most systems mainly work with sentences, some of them also filter clauses and phrases in this step. Common heuristics are to remove relative clauses and appositive (Blair-Goldensohn et al. 04; Conroy et al. 04).

**Unit compacting** If the units have been grouped in clusters in the previous step, it can be expected that the units which are in the same cluster contain repetitive information and, thus, it should be possible to choose just one from each cluster so as to generate the summary. The unit chosen is usually the one closest to the centroid of the cluster (Blair-Goldensohn et al. 04).

(Barzilay et al. 99) uses a more sophisticated approach, by parsing all the units in each cluster with a syntactic analyser, and matching the parse trees with each other. In this matching, they use paraphrasing rules (e.g. transforming passive verbs into active verbs) to discover whether they are compatible units. Finally, the units that matched can be merged together with a syntax-based generation procedure.

**Results generation and presentation** In many cases, systems select units from the documents and put them together. At most, they perform small modifications to them, e.g. by removing relative clauses and appositions, normalising personal names, or removing dangling conjunctions. A few approaches, however, transform the texts into a logical form (Vanderwende et al. 04), or apply Information Extraction procedures to fill in templates from the text (Harabagiu & Maieronano 02). In these cases, it is possible to use a Natural Language Generation system to write the summary from the extracted information.

### 2.2 Applying NLP techniques to e-learning

NLP techniques have been applied to e-learning applications since the sixties. The Project Essay Grader (Page 66) was probably the first system that appeared to automatically score open-ended questions written by students. It was later extended with part-of-speech tagging and syntactic analysis (Page 94). In recent years, there has been an upsurge of research in the field of free-text Computer Assisted Assessment (Valenti et al. 03), with systems such as E-rater (Burstein et al. 98), C-rater (Burstein et al. 01), Automark (Mitchell et al. 02), BETSY (Rudner & Liang 02) or Atenea (Alfonseca & Pérez 04).

Other common applications of NLP to e-learning are systems to generate, automatically, multi-choice questions (Mitkov & An-Ha 03; Liu et al. 05), or to teach and correct the grammar of sentences (Virvou et al. 00). Natural Language Generation and Text Summarisation have also been applied to on-line information systems, an application which might as well be considered educational (Milosavljevic et al. 98; Oberlander et al. 98; Alfonseca & Rodríguez 03b; Alfonseca & Rodríguez 03a).
3 Procedure

The architecture designed for this task includes the five common steps for MDS: identification, matching, filtering and compacting the units, and presenting the results. The main difference with respect to other approaches is that most of the systems reported generally assume that the set of documents from which to summarise are all relevant with respect to the topic. That is the case, for instance, in the Document Understanding Conferences. However, in our situation, if we download documents from Internet about a term, we are never going to be sure that the documents really refer about our term, used with the desired meaning. Therefore, the five mentioned steps have been duplicated in a two-tier architecture:

1. Firstly, we apply the identification, matching and filtering steps using as textual unit whole documents. The purpose of these steps is to keep just the documents which are most relevant about the term.
2. Secondly, once we have filtered the set of documents, they have to be compacted. This step consists of applying the five steps again, but using now, as unit, a paragraph. In this second tier, the system identifies paragraph boundaries, decides which paragraphs seem more relevant, and merges the information from them.

Figure 1 displays the architecture of the system. The following sections describe each step in detail.

3.1 1st tier: document-based summarisation

Input data We assume that the glossary is a list of terms. Although this is not a requirement of the system, in the ideal case, the glossary contains, for each term, a very brief definition. This glossary could be either written by hand by the user, obtained automatically with a search of glossaries about the desired domain in the web, or obtained with an automatic Term Identification procedure. The glossary used in our experiments has been obtained with a search about Operating Systems in the web. Figure 2 shows the first six words in the list used, and their brief descriptions.

Once the system receives the glossary, it analyses each definition applying tokenisation, sentence splitting, part-of-speech tagging, stemming and partial parsing with the wractlic tools (Alfonseca 03). Furthermore, the system identifies whether the meaning of an acronym is written in the definition, by checking that there is a sequence of words starting with capital letters that correspond to the letters of the term.

Document retrieval With this information, the system is now able to construct a query for the Google search engine, to retrieve a set of documents for each of the terms. To build the query, we always include, as compulsory keywords, the name of the term to be defined, followed by the verb “is” (to favour those pages in which the term is defined). Additionally, the query is extended with the following optional keywords:

- If no definitions are available, other terms from the list can be added as optional keywords in the query, trying to guide the search engine towards pages whose domain is the same as the glossary.
- If the meaning of the acronyms are available, and the term is an acronym, the first optional keywords to be added are the words in the acronym, followed as well by the verb to be. For instance, if the term is ASCII, the optional keyword will be American Standard Code for Information Interchange is.
- Finally, if brief definitions are available, the remaining optional words are the rest of the words in the definition, excluding closed-class words.

Note that Google just considers the first ten optional keywords, so those that are afterwards will be ignored. In several experiments, we have found that we obtain the best results if we start with the nouns from the term definition, followed by the verbs, and we leave the adjectives and the adverbs until the end.

Once we have constructed the query, we ask Google to return the first 100 URLs that answer it. In order to maximise the variability of the results, we have added the additional restriction that all the pages must be retrieved from different hosts. In this way, we continue asking for more results until we have collected 100 pages from different hosts, or until there are no more results.

The web pages are next transformed into XML format, in which the only format that is preserved is the paragraph boundaries. This format will be suitable to be processed with the aforementioned linguistic processing tools for morphological and syntactic analysis.

Document filtering Next, the system filters the results provided by the search engine. In our experiments, a manual evaluation has disclosed that less than 30% of the retrieved pages really verse about the term that we want to define. Therefore, it will be useful if we can automatically remove, from the set of documents, the lest relevant ones.

The procedure followed is the following: every docu-
ment is represented in the VSM as the vector of words contained in it with their frequencies. Using the small definition from the glossary, we shall generate another vector that represents the term. If the glossary does not contain definitions, other terms from the same glossary can be used to calculate this vector. Finally, we calculate the cosine distance between the vector of each document and the vector of the definition. Only the documents with the highest scores are kept. Section 4 discusses the recall/precision curves obtained in this step.

It should be born in mind that, at this step, we can take advantage of the fact that the web contains a high level of redundancy, which implies that many of the retrieved web pages contain repeated information. This means that we can afford to lose some relevant data, because we can be quite confident that it will appear in some other document. In other words, it is more important to obtain a good precision at this step than to try to maximise the recall, because we can assume that we can afford to lose some relevant (but redundant) documents.

3.2 2nd tier: paragraph-based summarisation

Paragraph identification and filtering Once the most relevant documents have been filtered, the next steps would be the document compaction. At this point, the second tier of the architecture starts functioning, now processing the paragraphs.

All the documents have been processed, and they are annotated with paragraph boundaries. At the beginning of the second tier, the paragraphs have to be analysed, and those which are not judged relevant will be filtered out. Web pages usually contain navigational instructions, menus, titles and foot-pages which will not be relevant at all. A manual observation of the web pages showed that there are a few lexico-syntactic patterns with which we can identify most of the paragraphs that define the terms, such as when the term appears in the subject position of the verb to be. These kind of lexico-syntactic heuristics and patterns have also been used previously for generating definitions and biographies in other MDS systems (Alfonseca & Rodríguez 03a; Lacatusu et al. 04; Erkan & Radev 04). This procedure has been complemented with the heuristic that a unit that is in between two relevant units will also contain relevant information.

Therefore, the algorithm for filtering the paragraphs is the following:

1. Annotate all the paragraphs in which the term to be defined appears either as the syntactic subject or as the agent, in the case of passive sentences.
2. Filter in all the paragraphs \( p \) that
   - Either \( p \) has the term as the subject of to be in a sentence.
   - Either there is one paragraph \( p_1 \) before \( p \) and one paragraph \( p_2 \) after \( p \) for which the term is the subject in a sentence, and there are less than three paragraphs in between \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \).

In this way, if there are just one or two paragraphs in between two that have been considered relevant, they will be filtered in as well.

The filtered paragraphs are next cleaned, to remove sentences that are usually incorrect or uninformative: interrogative phrases, unfinished sentences (e.g. those that end with a preposition or a comma), or sentences that start with lowercase.

Summary generation After filtering the paragraphs, it is necessary to compact them, by integrating the information from all the paragraphs in a single summary. In this step, we have assumed that all the paragraphs are internally well structured, and written in a coherent way. Therefore, we would like to retain as much as possible the inner structure of all the paragraphs. This means that if one sentence \( s_1 \) is written before other sentence \( s_2 \) inside an original paragraph, we would like to preserve that ordering between the two sentences in the final summary, because there is a correct discursive ordering in which \( s_1 \) should come before.

To aggregate the paragraphs while satisfying this constraint, we have devised an algorithm in which, initially, we take one paragraph \( p \) as an initial model summary, and we proceed by alternating sentences from the other paragraphs, in the same order in which they were written, in between the sentences \( p \), in an incremental way.

The following algorithm merges the sentences from several paragraphs in single summaries:

1. For each paragraph \( p_k \),
   (a) Initialise the target summary \( Sum_k \) as an empty text.
   (b) Let \( p = p_k \).
   (c) Remove the first sentence \( s \) from \( p \), and add
at the end of $Sum_k$.

(d) Calculate the similarity between $s$ and the first sentence of all the paragraphs. It is calculated using the VSM, and the similarity metric used is the size of the intersection of the two vectors of words. Note that, now, the first sentence of $p$ is the sentence that was right after $s$.

(e) Let $p$ be the paragraph whose first sentence maximises the similarity, and go back to step (c) with that paragraph. If the best similarity is 0, stop.

2. At this point we have $k$ different summaries, depending on the paragraph that we took as starting point. It should be possible to allow the user to choose which one to read, but the summary recommended by the system is the one that maximises the number of sentences.

It can be seen that, in the summary, all the sentences that stem from the same paragraph appear in the same order.

Last of all, we perform a few procedures to try to improve the readability of the generated summaries:

- If a sentence starts with a conjunction, and the previous sentence does not come from the same paragraph, remove the conjunction, because it is probably dangling.
- If two sentences have more than 75% of their vocabulary overlapping, remove the shortest one, because they are probably redundant.
- If the term can be written in several ways (e.g., ASCII and American Standard Code for Information Interchange), substitute all but the first appearances of the longest by the shortest. In this way, the meaning of the acronyms will only appear the first time.
- If the subject of a sentence is the same as the subject of the previous sentence, substitute it for the pronoun it.

Figure 3 shows an example of two generated summaries.

### 4 Evaluation and results

Figure 4 shows the recall/precision curves of the document filtering step. For the first ten terms, all the documents downloaded (678 in total) have been classified manually as relevant and irrelevant. Out of them, 200 (29.5%) were judged relevant. As it is well known, there is always a trade-off between precision and recall. In our case, we have chosen to keep the upper 37.5% of the documents whose similarity with the term definition is above the average similarity.

The quality of the generated summaries has been evaluated by hand, using a set of quality questions developed at NIST by the organisers of the Document Understanding Competition-2005. There are five features of the summary that are evaluated independently:

- Grammaticality: the summary should not contain ungrammatical sentences or format instructions which make it difficult to read it.
- Non-redundancy: there should not be unnecessary repetitions, such as repeated sentences or personal names.
- Referential clarity: it should be easy to identify the referent of the pronouns and noun phrases.
- Focus: the summaries should be centred on the term to define.
- Structure and coherence: the summaries should be well structured and organised.

Eight Computer Science students, all of them with a background in Operating Systems, participated in the evaluation. They were divided into two groups, and each member in each group was assigned six random summaries. In this way, each summary was scored by two different judges. Each student had to read each summary and provide a score, in a scale from 1 to 5, to the five features. In total, 24 summaries were evaluated twice.

Table 1 displays the results obtained. As expected, grammaticality received the highest score, with a mean value of 4.17. This is because the summaries consist of sentences extracted from web pages, which are expected to be written by hand, grammatically. It came as a surprise that referential clarity also received a high score, 3.96. Given that the summaries are finally produced by merging together several paragraphs, this can be due to the fact that, in most of the cases, the paragraphs are self-contained, and they do not contain references to previous paragraphs that may have been filtered out.

Slightly lower values were obtained in the features of non-redundancy and focus. Although we dedicated some effort to eliminating very similar sentences and substituting repeated proper names by pronouns, there are, however, long sentences that only have some part in common. We should compare clauses rather
The American Standard Code for Information Interchange is a set of integers running from 0 to 127 (decimal) that imply character interpretation by the display and other systems of computers. It is a standard way of representing characters on many computer systems. ASCII is a standard way of representing text as numbers. It is the most common format for text files in computers and on the Internet. It actually was developed for teletype machines and predates computers. This leads to a minor headache in using it. In an ASCII file, each alphabetic, numeric, or special character is represented with a 7-bit binary number (a string of seven 0s or 1s). 128 possible characters are defined. The range 0—127 can be covered by setting the bits in a 7-bit binary digit, hence the set is sometimes referred to as a 7-bit ASCII. ASCII is the original 7-bit character set, originally designed for American English. The term ASCII file "is often used as a synonym for plain text file" (which is actually based on ISO Latin 1, not ASCII), a file without any special formatting, which can be viewed using UNIX system utilities such as cat (1), more (1), and vi (1). When referring to ASCII, many people erroneously include all the characters in the IBM PC extended character set. This set consists of 254 letters, technical symbols, graphics block characters, and 32 control characters that you do not usually see. The characters with numbers above the original 128 ASCII characters are sometimes referred to as higher-order ASCII characters, but an ASCII file is a file containing only the 128 original ASCII characters. It is currently described by the EBCDIC standard. ASCII was described by the American National Standards Institute document ANSI X3.4-1986. It was also described by ISO 646: 1991 (with localization for currency symbols). The full ASCII set is given in the table below as the first 128 elements. Languages that can be written adequately with the characters in ASCII include English, Hawaiian, Indonesian, Swahili and some Native American languages.

CPU The CPU is responsible for the actual execution of the instructions contained in the programs. During execution these programs and the data they operate on are usually stored in memory. In the data processing field, CPU is well known to be the center of the computer system in that it governs all information transfers between itself and memory and between memory and the I/O devices. It is the component of the computer system that habits at it is used to describe what "type" of computer you have (i.e. a Pentium 166 MMX System, a Celeron 566 System, a Pentium III 646: 1991 (with localization for currency symbols). The full ASCII set is given in the table below as the first 128 elements. Languages that can be written adequately with the characters in ASCII include English, Hawaiian, Indonesian, Swahili and some Native American languages.

Finally, as expected, the feature which received the lowest score was the structure of the summaries. The score was higher or equal to 4 in 26 judgings, which indicates that the procedure used to merge the paragraphs succeeds in producing a well-organised paragraph more than half of the times. However, some other times, the summaries have received low scores, specially when very different paragraphs in summaries that were not well focused were merged together.

Educational value The student were also asked to answer whether they would be willing to use this feature in an educational system. All of them agreed that the students should be warned that the information had been collected automatically from an unreliable source and might contain errors. The answers obtained, in a score of 1 to 5, were three 3’s, four 4’s and one 5, with an average value of 3.75. Therefore, we can say that most of them value the use of this facility in an e-learning system.

5 Conclusions and future work

In this work, we present a new architecture for Multi-Document Summarisation, with an application for automatically generating descriptions of domain-dependent terms obtained from a glossary. Given that the focus of the original documents is not guaranteed when we collect them from the Internet, the summarisation has been divided into two selection steps: initially, the documents are matched with the brief definitions or with the other terms from the glossary to filter out the most dissimilar ones; and, in a second step, the paragraphs from those documents are filtered out using some heuristics. Finally, the information from those paragraphs is put together in the final summary. The evaluation performed with eight students from a Computer Science MSc course shows that the summaries were considered better than average in all their features, with specially good results on grammaticality and referential clarity.

We envision the following lines of future work: (a) to
optimise the document filtering step, for instance, by combining it with an automatic clustering of the documents, so the precision/recall curve improves. This will probably improve the focus of the generated summaries; (b) to combine it with NLG techniques or discourse planners, using information from other paragraphs that we are currently filtering out; (c) to integrate graphs that we are currently filtering out; (d) to integrate the system both in our e-learning environment Tangow (Carro et al. 99) and with a Term Identification module, so it provides the definitions of the terms found in course-ware materials and domain-dependent texts.
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